Honey Do Committees
Below is a list of different committees designed to give
our Family Members options for being involved in their
home environment. Please review the list and circle any
and all that interest you.

Household Helpers
Household Helpers is a
committee made up of members
who enjoy taking part in some
low impact domestic activities
such as helping to:
Dust furniture in the common areas
Vacuum or sweep in common areas
following an event or activity
Set the dining room tables for meals
Serve meals at meal times
Wash or dry dishes after meal times
Clear and wipe tables and chairs after
meal times
Fold napkins
Shine Silver
Launder cleaning rags
Do some light work in the Salon and/or
Bistro
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Night Owls
Night Owls are family members
who would enjoy leading or
helping to lead after dinner
activities such as:
Family Member Movie Night (putting
the movie on and putting the movie
away when it is done. Passing out prebagged popcorn and bottled water)
Board games or Card games (passing
out the playing cards or board games
to groups. Make sure the games or
cards are put back properly in their
containers and then in activity cabinets
or shelves)
Reading Circles (help serve tea or
drinks and a light snack. Lead short
discussion of “who is reading what”.
Help to clear up dishes and garbage
from snack)
Drinks and chat (help to serve small
drinks or cocktails ((or mocktails)). Use
a few discussion starters to get the
conversations going! Help to clear
area of cups and dishes after the
activity ends.)
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Bright Oaks Ambassadors
Bright Oaks Ambassadors are
individuals who would enjoy taking
part in:
Office work, compiling handbooks,
fliers, guides, brochures
Acting as a helper with tours and
orientation for new Family Members
Participating in Orientation of the New
Employee Process
Helping with Mailings
Acting as Secretary for Family
meetings- taking attendance, calling
to order and closing meetings
Welcome Wagon- putting out signage
and small gift for new Family Members
on move in day. Personally inviting
new residents to meals and activities
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Green Thumb Gardeners
Family members in this
group will participate in
helping with activities like:
Planting and watering
indoor plants in common
areas
Planting and caring for a
Community Family member
Garden plot

Cheer Squad
Helping to decorate for
Holidays and seasonal
changes
Helping to decorate Family
Member’s doors and the
common room for their
birthday
Helping to decorate for
Special Events
Refreshing the newspaper
and magazine bins to keep
them freshly stocked
Delivering newspapers to
Family Members suites
Visiting Family members
when they are down and or
sick and spending time with
them in their suite
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